Mountain Minibooks
Cut out the triangles and staple or fix with a brad, or you can make a mountain range and paste the minibooks all along in a row!
Write your notes on each page.
Ref: www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0017771.html
www.uoregon.edu/~efoitie/mountainranges/mtnpage.htm

Name the highest mountain in the world and where is it found?

Name the important mountains in your country?
Why do some mountains have snow on their peaks all year?

Why do mountain climbers need oxygen to climb high?

What is the difference between a hill and a mountain?
What is a mountain range?

What is a mountain peak?

Name famous mountains on each continent
What is the “tree line” on high mountains?

Why are mountain ranges often natural borders?
Mountains

Date: ____________________

----------------------------------

Pictures of mountains:

Amazing Mountain Facts:

----------------------------------
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